EASY SIGTH SEWER CAMERA NOZZLE OFFERS OUR CUSTOMERS THE ABILITY TO CLEAN SEWER AND STORM LINES WHILE RECORDING UPRIGHT IMAGE VIDEO.

THE EASY-SIGHT SYSTEM QUICKLY DETERMINES THE NEED FOR FURTHER LINE ASSESSMENT WITH YOUR CRAWLER CAMERA CREW, SAVING TIME AND MONEY.

NOZZLE

- Applicable pipe diameter: above 250mm
- Effective transmission distance of wireless signal: 100m
- Battery life: more than 8 hours
- Video: 200W color hd
- Signal transmission: wireless
- Weight: 20 kg
- The high-pressure water flow is 160L/min, and the maximum working pressure of the high-pressure pump is 120bar

- Simultaneous completion of drainage pipe cleaning and video inspecting
- Wireless transmission technology, no cable
- Add humanized wiper function, can remove fog and mud, make detection video more clear